CHM 233 : Fall 2017
Quiz #14

Question 1
There are NO INCORRECT answers to this question, ALL answers to this question will be considered correct for grading purposes

Which best describes your approach to the CHM 233 AM this class this semester:
A  I registered for the regular/onground class and I attended most of the lectures in person
B  I registered for the regular/onground class and I watched most of the lectures online
C  I registered for the online/hybrid class and I attended most of the lectures in person
D  I registered for the online/hybrid class and I watched most of the lectures online

Question 2
There are NO INCORRECT answers to this question, ALL answers to this question will be considered correct for grading purposes

How helpful was the homework website to your learning?
A - Extremely helpful, I would have learned very little without it
B - Very helpful, I learned a lot using it
C - Fairly helpful, it helped my learning
D - Not very helpful, I am not sure that this is the best way for me to learn this material

Question 3
There are NO INCORRECT answers to this question, ALL answers to this question will be considered correct for grading purposes

Compared to other web-based homework sites you may have used in other classes (e.g. Mastering Chemistry/Physics, Sapling Learning, Webassign etc), how would you rate our homework site?
A - It is much better than the other sites I have used
B - It is somewhat better than the other sites I have used
C - It is about the same as other sites I have used
D - It isn't as good as the other sites I have used
Question 4
There are NO INCORRECT answers to this question, ALL answers to this question will be considered correct for grading purposes.

What would you say was your NUMBER ONE MOST IMPORTANT TOOL for doing well on the organic chemistry exams this semester?
A - Attending/watching the lectures as they were presented
B - Having access to the recorded lectures
C - Using the homework website
D - Attending/watching the review sessions

Question 5
There are NO INCORRECT answers to this question, ALL answers to this question will be considered correct for grading purposes.

What would you say was your SECOND MOST IMPORTANT TOOL for doing well on the organic chemistry exams this semester?
A - Attending/watching the lectures as they were presented
B - Having access to the recorded lectures
C - Using the homework website
D - Attending/watching the review sessions

Question 6
There are NO INCORRECT answers to this question, ALL answers to this question will be considered correct for grading purposes.

This question is very similar to Question 4 above, but the wording and choices are subtly different. What would you say was your MOST IMPORTANT TOOL for LEARNING organic chemistry this semester?
A - Completing the notes while attending/watching lecture
B - Having the ability to re-watch the recorded lectures
C - Using the homework website
D - Attending/watching the review sessions
Question 7
There are NO INCORRECT answers to this question, ALL answers to this question will be considered correct for grading purposes. This question is very similar to Question 5 above, but the wording and choices are subtly different. What would you say was your SECOND MOST IMPORTANT TOOL for LEARNING organic chemistry this semester?
A - Completing the notes while attending/watching lecture
B - Having the ability to re-watch the recorded lectures
C - Using the homework website
D - Attending/watching the review sessions

QUESTION 8
What overall final grade do you expect to earn in this class?
A
B
C
D

QUESTION 9
Going INTO towards the FINAL exam in this class, how confident are you that you UNDERSTAND the material well?
A Very confident
B Somewhat confident
C Neutral
D Not very confident
E Definitely not confident

QUESTION 10
Going INTO towards the FINAL exam in this class, how confident are you that given an organic chemistry problem, you will not only understand it, you will also get the problem correct?
A Very confident
B Somewhat confident
C Neutral
D Not very confident
E Definitely not confident